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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Have you noticed the focus of DEM-wits Trump attacks has moved 4 
away from Russian collusion? The Russian collusion thing lost a 5 
huge amount of steam from the Mueller non-testimony — people 6 
are literally yawning at the whole debacle — and DEMS are 7 
beginning to hunker down for the coming STORM because the 8 
REAL Russian Collusion investigation is picking up, uh, steam! An 9 
update! 10 
The DEM-wits (those whose wits are shaped by modern liberal 11 
ideology) are retargeting racism as their lead point of attack against 12 
Trump coming into the 2020 election. Well, I called that — and it 13 
was not a hard call. It is all they have, and all they have is 14 
NOTHING! The DEMS are in total disarray — Michael Moore 15 
thinks Michelle Obama can save them.  16 
I have prepared the definitive argument that Trump is NOT 17 
RACIST — and I'll be updating it in a few weeks. Right now it's 18 
available as an MP3 file that will play on most CD players — send 19 
us a gift of $20 for the DEFINITIVE ARGUMENT THAT TRUMP 20 
IS NOT RACIST — we'll get it out to you. What I did is debunked 21 
the New York Times article boasting it is the DEFINITIVE LIST 22 
OF PROOFS THAT TRUMP IS RACIST. It's worth getting and it 23 
will help you defend your support for Trump against this false 24 
charge. And it will help fund the Brain Massage® show. 25 
Today, after I address some stuff in my this-is-interesting-pile, I'll 26 
continue my REASONS CHRISTIANS CAN SUPPORT TRUMP 27 
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argument. You'll need this and the DEFINITIVE ARGUMENT 28 
TRUMP IS NOT RACIST to arm yourself as you battle the liberal 29 
lies being used to drag this nation out from UNDER GOD. 30 
My friends, it's time for your Brain Massage® — 31 
[TRUTH] 32 
Well, Buttigieg  (Butti-who?) has greatly embellished his resume 33 
for being president. If you watched the latest debate, this 34 
presidential hopeful had an impossible to ignore smudge on his 35 
forehead — afterwards, when asked about it, he explained that he 36 
was unaware of it till later, and thinks it might have been a 37 
smashed gnat — so, he smashed a gnat on his forehead — and then 38 
he offered that he thought it shows he "can do many things at once 39 
in this election." (He said that tongue-in-cheek.) Obama had his 40 
flies, and Butti-who has his gnats. 41 
Gnats gathered in the studio? Butti-who explained, "there were 42 
these little kind of gnats around"! Really? Perhaps as he entered the 43 
building, but no one looked him over before he went on stage? 44 
Maybe! Weird. They might gather around a potted plant, and on 45 
his way to the stage he got gnat bombed and smacked his forehead 46 
and didn't rub it off, and so wore gnat guts on his forehead in 47 
Detroit. (I will not play with the metaphor there.) Maybe there is 48 
something to the infestation concerns some have expressed — like 49 
in Baltimore. 50 
Trump speaks of Baltimore's problem with rat and rodent 51 
infestation — and the Progressives howl about racism — right — 52 
only a liberal would think of racism when they hear about rat and 53 
rodent infestation. Maybe I can help here. When I heard Trump 54 
speak of Baltimore's rat and rodent infestation I thought of rats and 55 
other rodents. Ever hear about Baltimore's rat infestation? They 56 
did a documentary on it, man! 57 
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Hey, DEM-wits — Democrats whose wits are shaped by 58 
Progressive, say Communist, ideology — the radical Muslims are 59 
the ones who call Jews rats; the more radical among them actually 60 
believe rats are Jews — ask Ilhan Omar, she can tell you all about it. 61 
She never said this, but maybe when she heard some radical Imam 62 
talk about Jews being an infestation of rats in Palestine it struck as 63 
funny, similarly to how she felt when she heard her teachers in 64 
Somalia say Al Qaeda, or Hezbollah, throwing their chest out in 65 
pride — she mimicked them very convincingly, and chuckled; ever 66 
look at the context of that little chuckle? 67 
Ilhan was commenting on how many people say Al Qaeda or 68 
Hezbollah "in a severe tone," and said, "You never hear people say 69 
words like 'America' that way." Uh huh. Right! In her country of 70 
origin, you only hear the word America used in the expression, 71 
death to America. Anyway, in connection with that observation she 72 
remembered how her teachers in Somalia would say Al Qaeda or 73 
Hezbollah. She said, “When I was in college, I took a terrorism 74 
class. [really?] ... The thing that was interesting in the class was 75 
every time the professor said ‘Al Qaeda’ his shoulders went 76 
up,” and she chuckled as she imitated her professors, holding her 77 
shoulders up and back, proudly saying, "Al Qaeda" and then 78 
"Hezbollah."1 Take all of this in context — her late fraternization 79 
with organizations that support terrorism — her statement that on 80 
9/11 "someone did something." 81 
So, Trump chides the representative from Detroit, Elijah 82 
Cummings, about his rat and rodent infested district — and all the 83 
racists immediately assume he is referring to black and brown 84 
skinned people as rats and rodents — you see what I mean? Only 85 
racists interpret every thing you say as racist — Cummings referred 86 
to Detroit as drug infested, and that was in 1999 — he has had 20 87 
years to do something about it and has failed.  88 
                                     
1 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/rashida-tlaib-defends-ilhan-omars-some-people-did-something-9-11-remarks 
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A, and this is what reporters in Baltimore called it, a "Baltimore rat" 89 
ran through a live shot in Baltimore — the rat infestation in 90 
Baltimore is so bad they did a documentary on the problem.2 91 
Cummings' answer—DC has more rats than Baltimore. Trump's 92 
comeback—"Having fewer rats than DC is nothing to brag about." 93 
This is, for sure, the strangest Presidency in my memory. Trump is 94 
so real. 95 
So there IS a rat infestation in Baltimore — and Trump was 96 
OBVIOUSLY referring to that infestation— but only Democrats, 97 
these days, only Democrats turn everything into a comment about 98 
race — only Democrats hear "rat infestation" and think Black and 99 
Brown people. Democrats have redefined the word racist to mean 100 
anything that comes from the mouth of a conservative. 101 
Okay, what else do we have? Oh, wow — Biden declares this 102 
election is a war for the SOUL of AMERICA — and he is right on! 103 
That's exactly what it is. It's so amazing to me to watch how GOD 104 
has made so clear what is at stake in this election — the choice 105 
before us could not possibly have been made clearer. 106 
Talk about the SOUL of America? You bet! One Party wants to 107 
murder babies in the wombs of their mothers right up to the 108 
moment of birth. I listened to a DEM-wit doctor say, right out loud 109 
in front of God and everybody that he acknowledges the so-called 110 
"fetus" is a baby — and by the way, this is a scientific fact, and the 111 
abortionists have known this all along — use of the word fetus was 112 
always a way to pull the wool, as they say, over the eyes of 113 
Americans who would otherwise object to the idea of burning a 114 
baby alive in the womb, or butchering a child in the womb — but 115 
now, this is out in the open. Yes, this election is for the SOUL of 116 
America. 117 

                                     
2 https://dailycaller.com/2019/07/28/baltimore-rat-infestation-documentary-trump/ 
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Will Americans choose to continue supporting Abortion now that 118 
it's out in the open what abortion is all about? It's about murdering 119 
babies in the wombs of their mothers, and it's about harvesting 120 
baby body parts to line the pockets of abortionist doctors and 121 
Planned Parenthood. 122 
One party wants to promote transgender confusion. One party 123 
wants to encourage transgendered women, who are biological men, 124 
to participate in women's sports — talk about dismissing women's 125 
rights, or women's interests — how can a biological woman 126 
compete against biological men? It's unfair; it's immoral! But one 127 
Party is so bent and warped and twisted and perverted, it cannot 128 
see how unjust, unfair, unhinged it has become over this nonsense 129 
about 56 genders — really? You bet! This election is about the 130 
SOUL OF AMERICA. 131 
One Party wants to allow terrorists and murders to vote in prison; 132 
they want people here illegally to decide elections. California—well, 133 
Newsom's hometown of San Francisco—paid out 350,000 to 134 
register 61 non-citizens to vote. So it was not to vote in national or 135 
even statewide elections, but for local school board elections — but 136 
you and I have heard them, we know what is their agenda, we 137 
know they are purposely ENCOURAGING ILLEGALS TO 138 
ILLEGALLY VOTE IN OUR ELECTIONS —  139 
This election is most certainly for the SOUL of America. 140 
One Party wants open borders, they want to eliminate private 141 
health insurance, they want to socialize medicine, they want to 142 
expand government into every facet of your personal life, they 143 
want to dictate how you think, what you say — oh, yeah, this 144 
election is definitely for the SOUL of America. 145 
It's about slavery or liberty. Simple as that! One side is offering to 146 
buy America with taxpayer’s money.  147 
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One Party wants to pull America out from "under God" — and you 148 
know what Party that is. It's the Democrats! Plain and simple! 149 
You had better tool up for the fight. Essentially, they are going to 150 
capitalize on the ignorant vote. A poll was taken, by College Pulse, 151 
of 8,111 college students, and Obama was rated the best President 152 
in US History, followed by FDR, and then Abraham Lincoln — 153 
Washington, and then Reagan came in a distant fourth, and Trump 154 
was last. This reflects the political demographics of our colleges — 155 
it's the result of the pap they are being taught in the DEM-wit 156 
propaganda institutions that pass for "higher education" in 157 
America today. 158 
It does tell you, however, that the IGNORANCE vote is 159 
brainwashed against America as founded — and in favor of 160 
Communism — destroying the SOUL of AMERICA. 161 
Add that to the ILLEGAL VOTE — and that, my friend, is the 162 
game plan of the Democrats. Are you noticing, in their debates, 163 
they don't even pretend to reach out to AMERICANS — they are 164 
depending on the Communist indoctrinated college radicals and 165 
the illegals — now is the time for Christian conservatives to step 166 
up.  167 
My book is coming out in October — GOD's WAR! Subtitled: Why 168 
Christians Should Rule the World — that will tweak them — but 169 
when you read it you'll see what I'm saying. Think about it. Do you 170 
want a Better Red than Dead Commie sitting in the Oval office, or a 171 
genuine, red-blooded GOD and COUNTRY loving conservative 172 
leading this nation? That's the choice. Hold on through the break; 173 
I'll be right back. 174 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 175 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 176 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 177 
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enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 178 
liberty. 179 
Okay, let's look at biblical support for a Trump second term. And 180 
the first thing we will do is offer guidance in discerning the spirit of 181 
the respective PARTIES putting candidates forward in this 182 
election. 183 
For those who have followed this show for years — and who have 184 
questions about what changed my mind about Trump, go to our 185 
church website, www.santamarialighthouse.org, open the 186 
RESOURCES menu and select ISSACHAR REPORT. You'll find a 187 
message there I preached a few weeks back that explains it 188 
thoroughly.  189 
Right now, let's look at biblical principles. 190 
And we will begin with the fact that "where the Spirit of the LORD 191 
is, there is liberty" — II Corinthians 3:17. According to the Bible, 192 
Jesus sent the SPIRIT of the LORD into the world to reprove it of 193 
sin, righteousness and judgment to come. He dwells in the hearts 194 
of Christians. 195 
So there are two spirits at work in the world today — the SPIRIT of 196 
THE LORD and another spirit, in the Bible called the spirit of 197 
antichrist. This is the spirit of tyranny — this spirit is in opposition 198 
to the Spirit of Liberty. These are at war. 199 
It comes down to this — the Bible tells us to not believe every 200 
spirit, but to TRY THE SPIRITS to see if they are of God. I John 201 
4:1-2.  202 
In this election, the believer needs to "try the spirits" and discern 203 
which candidates are under the influence of the SPIRIT OF 204 
LIBERTY—which is the SPIRIT OF JESUS CHRIST—as opposed 205 
to those that are under the influence of the spirit of antichrist, 206 
which is the spirit of tyranny. 207 
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Each SPIRIT has its own army. The army fighting for the side of 208 
the SPIRIT OF LIBERTY is Christians in which dwells the SPIRIT 209 
OF CHRIST Jesus — the only rightful ruler of the kingdoms of 210 
men. IN the Bible, these are called the children of obedience — not 211 
because they invariably, or even consistently obey everything God 212 
tells them to do, but because they have OBEYED THE GOSPEL. I'll 213 
explain obedience to the Gospel in a few minutes —  214 
The other spirit also has an army fighting under its influence. 215 
These are people who are under the influence and are susceptible 216 
to the control of the "prince of the power of the air, the spirit that 217 
now works in the children of disobedience" — Ephesians 2:1-1. In 218 
fact, the Bible warns us Satan can take these people under his 219 
control at his will. 220 
I mentioned that Jesus claims to be the only rightful ruler of the 221 
world and over all the kingdoms of men. The SPIRIT of LIBERTY 222 
acknowledges that. 223 
The spirit of tyranny, which is the spirit of antichrist, rejects that 224 
claim and actually goes so far against it as to rail against any notion 225 
of Christianity having any influence in government, or society.  226 
The Bible tells us these people are in a RAGE against GOD's 227 
ANOINTED ONE — Psalm 1, and Jesus described them as angrily 228 
sending word out against Him saying, "we will not have this man to 229 
reign over us." Luke 19:14-32.  230 
So, the job of the Christian is to figure out which candidates are 231 
under the influence of the SPIRIT OF LIBERTY and which 232 
candidates are under the influence of the spirit of antichrist—or, 233 
the spirit of tyranny. 234 
To do that, you'll need to understand liberty from a biblical 235 
perspective. 236 
For a great message in which I offer a biblical perspective on 237 
liberty, go to our website, and on the Issachar Report page you'll 238 
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find a few messages where I address that. I'm going to assume my 239 
listeners share with me a common view of liberty — 240 
To summarize: we view liberty not a license to disobey GOD, and 241 
certainly not as a mandate for government to do evil to the liberty 242 
and freedom of others, or to encroach upon the rights and freedom 243 
of others — as, for example, where on one side, liberty is seen as 244 
supporting the GAY-RIGHTS agenda pushing for special rights 245 
which can only be secured at the expense of the natural, inalienable 246 
God given rights of others — as when the power of government is 247 
used to coerce Christians, in particular, into violating their 248 
conscience, compelling them to not only tolerate, but to actively 249 
condone practices they religiously cannot approve or accept — that 250 
is a perversion of liberty. 251 
So, to clarify, where the SPIRIT of the LORD is there is LIBERTY 252 
UNDER GOD — and where the spirit of antichrist prevails, there 253 
is the spirit of anti-GOD, or antichrist — which promotes policies 254 
that lead to tyranny — where government intrudes upon the 255 
religious liberties of Christians and make laws that are intended to 256 
criminalize our faith. 257 
Which "side" represents most closely, the SPIRIT of LIBERTY and 258 
which "side" represents most closely the spirit of antichrist. 259 
For a Christian, that's all there is to it. Once you determine what 260 
"spirit" is operating in this or that political party, the issue is closed. 261 
No Christian can support a Party that is under the influence of the 262 
spirit of antichrist. 263 
The political divide is so stark, it is so clear, the polarization is so 264 
complete, today we have on one side a Party that advocates policies 265 
that support and encourage LIBERTY — economic LIBERTY, 266 
social LIBERTY, religious LIBERTY, and on the other a Party that 267 
is contrary to the SPIRIT OF LIBERTY — that advocates antichrist 268 
sentiments such as the idea that conservative, Bible believing 269 
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Christians cannot serve on juries, or in Congress, or on the Courts 270 
because their ideology does not align with the "secularist" notion 271 
that GOD has no business in politics, or in governing men. Which 272 
is a lie. 273 
The DEMOCRATS are the Party of ANTICHRIST! It's as simple as 274 
that. It took some battling, but the fact is, the REPUBLICAN 275 
PARTY is the PARTY where CHRISTIANS fell most welcome — 276 
where the SPIRIT OF LIBERTY continues to prevail.  277 
Okay, that gets us started. Next time I'll go into more particular 278 
examination of biblical principles supporting Candidate Donald 279 
Trump in particular. 280 
One of the mistakes people make is they evaluate candidates on the 281 
basis of ideals that their own lives do not meet consistently. 282 
Every great leader has flaws — the question is what spirit is he of. 283 
So next time I'll bring out some particular biblical principles that 284 
can help us understand why it is biblical to support President 285 
Trump's second term. 286 
I'll throw only one out there right now, to conclude the show, but it 287 
is by no means the only one or even the best one — it simply 288 
happens to be one that does not require explanation: 289 
Mark 9:40 "For he that is not against us is on our part." 290 
Conversely, he that is against us is NOT ON OUR PART. We 291 
should not support those who are AGAINST US. We can support 292 
those who ARE ON OUR PART — Trump is for us. I'll detail that 293 
in the next show. Hillary, and that entire crowd are clearly against 294 
us. Which should be obvious to any God fearing patriot. 295 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 296 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 297 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 298 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 299 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 300 
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disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 301 
lights off? 302 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 303 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 304 
email. 305 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 306 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 307 
 308 


